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ABSTRACT
A seemingly simple oxide with a rutile structure, RuO2, has been shown to possess several intriguing properties ranging from strain-stabilized
superconductivity to a strong catalytic activity. Much interest has arisen surrounding the controlled synthesis of RuO2 films, but unfortu-
nately, utilizing atomically controlled deposition techniques, such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), has been difficult due to the ultra-low
vapor pressure and low oxidation potential of Ru. Here, we demonstrate the growth of epitaxial, single crystalline RuO2 films on differ-
ent substrate orientations using the novel solid-source metal–organic (MO) MBE. This approach circumvents these issues by supplying Ru
using a “pre-oxidized” solid MO precursor containing Ru. High-quality epitaxial RuO2 films with a bulk-like room-temperature resistivity of
55 μΩ cm were obtained at a substrate temperature as low as 300 ○C. By combining x-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy,
and electrical measurements, we discuss the effect of substrate temperature, orientation, film thickness, and strain on the structure and
electrical properties of these films. Our results illustrating the use of a novel solid-source metal–organic MBE approach pave the way to
the atomic-layer controlled synthesis of complex oxides of “stubborn” metals, which are not only difficult to evaporate but also hard to
oxidize.
© 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0062726

I. INTRODUCTION

RuO2 has gained considerable attention for the rich mate-
rial properties it exhibits. High thermal conductivity, strong resis-
tance to chemicals, and high electrical conductivity resulted in RuO2
being used historically in thermometers,1 integrated circuits,2 plas-
monic applications3 and as electrodes in supercapacitors.4,5 RuO2
also shows excellent catalytic properties, for example, being a highly
active oxygen evolution reaction catalyst.6,7 When alloyed with met-
als such as La, RuO2 exhibits a decrease in thermal conductivity and
therefore has been argued to be potentially useful in thermoelec-
tric devices.8,9 More recently, several novel phenomena have also
emerged in RuO2 films, such as itinerant antiferromagnetism and
strain-stabilized superconductivity (Fig. 1).10,11 Additionally, RuO2
also serves as a precursor to the growth of more complex materials,
such as perovskite SrRuO3 and Sr2RuO4, which are shown to exhibit
itinerant ferromagnetism and unconventional superconductivity,
respectively.

Bulk RuO2 stabilizes in the prototypical tetragonal rutile crys-
tal structure (Fig. 1) with space group No. 136, P42/mnm, and
with lattice parameters a = b = 4.492 Å and c = 3.106 Å.12
For thin films, RuO2 has mostly been prepared as polycrystalline
films13–17 although recently several papers on epitaxial crystalline
films have been reported.10,11,18–24 Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)
is one of these thin film techniques that have been used for the
growth of epitaxial single crystalline RuO2.10,11,18–20 In general,
the growth of Ru-based oxides in oxide MBE is challenging due
to the ultra-low vapor pressure and low oxidation potential of
Ru. Temperatures exceeding 2000 ○C are needed to achieve a
suitable Ru vapor pressure for growth, which is why reports of
MBE-grown RuO2 have all used electron-beam (e-beam) evap-
orators. Furthermore, the low oxidation potential makes sta-
bilizing the Ru4+ in RuO2 difficult and has led to ozone, a
highly oxidizing source, being the preferred oxidant in most
reports. While the use of e-beam source and ozone has facilitated
synthesizing epitaxial RuO2 or other Ru-based oxides, they possess
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FIG. 1. Rutile crystal structure and lat-
tice parameters for RuO2, a simple
binary oxide, which exhibits many differ-
ent property–application relationships.

several challenges associated with the issues related to the instability
of fluxes and source oxidation in the presence of ozone.

In this paper, we demonstrate a novel solid-source
metal–organic molecular beam epitaxy (MOMBE) approach
using a detailed RuO2 growth study that addresses these synthesis
issues by using a solid metal–organic precursor as the metal Ru
source.25 This allows for supplying a “pre-oxidized” metal with
order of magnitude higher vapor pressure than that of the elemental
metal at a particular temperature.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
RuO2 films were grown using the solid-source MOMBE

approach, which has been described in more detail elsewhere.25
Here, an effusion cell source temperature of 100 ○C was used
for Ru(acac)3, and oxygen was supplied with a radio-frequency
inductively coupled plasma source. An oxygen background pres-
sure of ∼10−6 to 10−5 Torr was used. Substrate temperatures were
300 ○C, unless stated otherwise. Films were grown on r-plane sap-
phire r-Al2O3, TiO2 (101), TiO2 (110), TiO2 (001), and TiO2 (100)
substrates.

Film surfaces were monitored before, during, and after growth
using reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED, Staib
Instruments). Surface morphologies were imaged post growth using
atomic force microscopy (AFM, Bruker). Structural characteriza-
tion and determination of film thickness was carried out using
high-resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD), reciprocal space map-
ping (RSM), and grazing incidence x-ray reflectivity (GIXR, Rigaku
SmartLab XE). Thickness was also alternatively determined from
finite thickness fringes if present in the HRXRD scans. X-ray pho-
toelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Physical Electronics VersaProbe III)
was used for determining the Ru oxidation state. Four-probe resis-
tivity measurements were performed in the Van der Pauw geometry
as a function of temperature (Quantum Design DynaCool Physical
Property Measurement System). Ohmic contacts were made using
aluminum wire bonds.

Cross-sectional Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy
(STEM) samples were prepared by a Focused Ion Beam (FIB)
method using FEI Helios Nanolab G4 dual-beam FIB, where lamel-
lae were cut and thinned using a 30 kV Ga-ion beam and further

polished with a 2 kV Ga-ion beam. Low-magnification high-angle
annular dark-field STEM (HAADF-STEM) images were acquired
using a Thermo Fischer Talos F200X, and atomic-resolution
HAADF-STEM images and Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) elemen-
tal maps were obtained using an aberration-corrected FEI Titan G2
60-300 equipped with a super-X EDX detector. The microscopes
were operated at 200 keV, and the screen current was ∼25 pA.
The probe semi-convergent angle was 10.5 and 17.3 mrad for Talos
and Titan microscopes, respectively, and the detector angles for
HAADF-STEM images were in the range of 55–110 mrad.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2(a) shows the vapor pressure of Ru metal in compari-

son to that of the precursor used for Ru in this study, Ru(acac)3.26
We also illustrate in Fig. 2(b) the important factors relevant to thin
film synthesis by comparing them between e-beam-assisted MBE,
hybrid MBE, and the solid-source MOMBE. Clearly, besides the
advantages of high vapor pressure and the pre-oxidized state of the
metal, the solid-source MOMBE also does not use a liquid precur-
sor like hybrid MBE.27 The solid metal–organic precursor can be
sublimed in a conventional low temperature effusion cell directly in
the vacuum system instead of a relatively complex gas inlet system.
The low temperature effusion cell is also significantly less expensive,
less complicated, and safer to operate than an e-beam source. The
Ru(acac)3 precursor itself comes with an additional source of oxygen
bonded in the ligands, is air stable, and is non-toxic, removing some
safety concerns that can come with the use of metal–organic precur-
sors, such as hexamethylditin (HMDT), in hybrid MBE growth of
Sn-containing compounds.28

Using the solid-source MOMBE approach, we first examined
the effect of substrate temperature on the growth of RuO2. RuO2
films were grown on r-Al2O3 with substrate temperatures (Tsub)
from 300 to 850 ○C for a fixed growth time. All films were epitax-
ial and phase pure with a single peak corresponding to the RuO2
(101) orientation, the common epitaxial orientation for rutile films
on r-Al2O3, as shown in the HRXRD scans in Fig. 3(a).29 As Tsub was
increased, the growth rate increased, as shown in Fig. 3(b), which led
to differences in the thickness of the films from 7 to 17 nm. As will be
discussed later, the films grown atTsub = 750 and 850 ○Chad surfaces
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FIG. 2. (a) Vapor pressure of Ru metal and the metal–organic precursor, Ru(acac)3. (b) Table of a few of the factors that are critical to the physical vapor deposition
approaches, compared for electron-beam assisted MBE, hybrid MBE, and solid-source MOMBE. Green symbol signifies desirable.

too rough to determine a reliable thickness using GIXR. However,
an estimate of the growth rates, and therefore thicknesses, is given in
Fig. 3(b), obtained from the peak broadening of the (101) film peak
using the Scherrer formula.30 While the Scherrer analysis can give a
poor approximation of the film thickness, thicknesses obtained here
agreed well with those from GIXR and HRXRD thickness fringes for
T ≤ 650 ○C.

The initial increase and later saturation of the growth rate
with increasing Tsub indicates a change of the growth mechanism
from a reaction-limited to a flux-limited regime.31 This suggests that

below 650 ○C, the growth rate is limited by the thermal decom-
position of the Ru(acac)3 precursor. Above 650 ○C, the relatively
constant growth rate is typical of being limited by the amount of pre-
cursor being supplied or the flux.31 No desorption-limited growth
regime, i.e., a decrease in growth rate with increasing tempera-
ture, was observed. Nevertheless, the change from reaction- to flux-
limited regime is not surprising and has been seen in other binary
oxide systems grown by hybrid MBE approaches.29,32,33 Higher
growth rates can be achieved by increasing Ru(acac)3 precursor
flux.

FIG. 3. (a) HRXRD patterns for RuO2 (101) films grown on r-Al2O3 with increasing substrate temperature from bottom to top. (b) Growth rate, (c) out-of-plane (101) plane
spacing, d(101), and (d) FWHM of the film (101) rocking curve peak. RHEED along the film [101] azimuth taken before growth, 10 min into growth, and after growth along
with post-growth AFM images for substrate temperatures of (e) 750 ○C, (f) 550 ○C, and (g) 300 ○C.
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With increasing Tsub, an increase in the out-of-plane spacing
of (101) planes (d(101)) was seen reaching toward the expected bulk
value. The change in d(101) with Tsub is most likely due to the strain
relaxation. To determine whether strain relaxation was due to the
growth rate or film thickness, thicker films were grown at a constant
growth rate by keeping Tsub = 300 ○C (Fig. S1). In this case, even as
thickness was increased up to 48 nm, d(101) did not reach the bulk
value. For instance, a film thickness of 48 nm yielded d(101) = 2.538
± 0.002 Å, which is significantly less than that of the 17 nm film
(d(101) = 2.544 ± 0.002 Å) grown at higher temperatures (and at a
higher growth rate). These results thus suggest that the strain relax-
ation is a more dominant effect at higher substrate temperatures,
which is also accompanied by higher growth rates.

Consistent with strain relaxation with increasing temperature,
the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the film (101) rock-
ing curves increased by about an order of magnitude from 450 to
550 ○C, as shown in Fig. 3(d). RHEED images taken before growth,
10 min into growth, and after growth and cool down in oxygen (to
Tsub = 200 ○C), as well as the post-growth AFM images, are shown
in Figs. 3(e), 3(f), and 3(g). From the AFM images, it can be clearly
seen that the increase in FWHM was also accompanied by a rough-
ening of the film surface. The difference in the surface morphologies
was confirmed by RHEED to be a result of a change in the growth
mode. At 10 min of growth, considerable differences in the RHEED
patterns can be seen for these films grown at higher temperatures,
with a change to an island growth mode. Irrespective of Tsub, XPS
confirmed Ru4+ valence states in these samples (Fig. S2).

Having identified the optimal substrate temperatures of
300–450 ○C, RuO2 films were grown at 300 ○C on TiO2 substrates
with different orientations. HRXRD scans, shown in Fig. 4(a), con-
firm phase pure, epitaxial, single crystalline films on all these sub-
strates. Finite thickness fringes are present in all cases, although not
very well defined in the case of TiO2 (001), attesting to the high
structural quality on a short lateral length scale. To investigate the
structure of these films on an atomic scale, we performed STEM
imaging of a representative RuO2 film grown on TiO2 (101) along
[101] and [010] zone axes. Consistent with the HRXRD data, the
phase pure, epitaxial film is seen with a sharp film/substrate inter-
face with no misfit dislocations. The lack of dislocations signifies
coherent growth, which agrees well with the strained d101 = 2.51
± 0.002 Å obtained from HRXRD. EDX elemental maps further
attest to a uniform distribution of Ru in the film.

Interestingly, STEM images also reveal an atomically smooth
surface along the [010] zone axis, whereas a significantly rougher
morphology was observed when viewed along the [101] zone axis
[Fig. 4(b)]. As shown in the zoomed-in image of Fig. 4(b), the rough
surface was found to be terminated not only at the expected (101)
plane parallel to the (101) TiO2 substrate but also at the other plane
consistent with the (111) face among others (Fig. S3). While the ori-
gin of this unusual surface morphology is unclear and remains a
subject of future study, we argue that it may be related to the sig-
nificantly different strain mismatches of +0.04% and +2.3% along
[101] and [010] directions, respectively. While it is beyond the
scope of this work, such a surface morphology will likely have an

FIG. 4. (a) HRXRD patterns of RuO2 films grown on a variety of TiO2 substrate orientations: (101), (110), (001), and (100). Film thicknesses are 16, 12, 20, and 10 nm
from bottom to top. (b) Cross-sectional HAADF-STEM images of 16 nm RuO2 thin films grown on TiO2 (101) in the [010] and [101] directions and STEM-EDX elemental
map. The EDX map was constructed using Ru Lα and Ti Kα emissions. (c) Atomic-resolution HAADF-STEM images of the RuO2/TiO2 interface along the two different
crystallographic orientations.
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important implication on the oxygen evolution reaction using (101)
RuO2 films.

As a next step, we investigated the strain relaxation behavior of t
nm RuO2 film/TiO2 (110) with t = 3–26 nm. Theoretically, RuO2 on
TiO2 (110) has a relatively large lattice mismatch of about −4.7% and
+2.3% along the [001] and [110] directions, respectively, indicating
that coherently strained growth may be challenging on TiO2 (110).
Figure 5(a) shows HRXRD scans of t nm RuO2 film/TiO2 (110) with
t = 3–26 nm revealing thickness fringes and film (110) peaks being
partially overlapped with that of the substrate. The well-defined
Kiessig fringes again attest to the high-quality film on a short lateral
length scale. Upon analysis of the film peak position, 26 nm RuO2
film/TiO2 (110) yielded d(110) = 3.204 ± 0.002 Å, which is larger
than the bulk value of 3.176 Å, suggesting partially strained films. To
examine the strain state of these films along in-plane [001] and [110]
directions, RSMs were taken. Figures 5(b)–5(e) show RSMs around
(332) and (310) reflections for two representative films with t = 6 and
26 nm. As was expected, based on the value of d(110), the 26 nm sam-
ple was partially relaxed with both in-plane spacings, along the [001]
and [110] directions, falling between the expected fully strained and
fully relaxed values [Figs. 5(b) and 5(d)]. Interestingly, the 6 nm sam-
ple showed the same in-plane spacing as the 26 nm sample along the
[001] direction (the [110] direction could not be determined due to
overlap with the substrate) [Figs. 5(c) and 5(e)]. These results suggest
that the strain relaxation begins to occur at t as small as 6 nm or less
for the film grown on TiO2 (110). Consistent with the strain relax-
ation behavior, a broadening of the (220) RuO2 film rocking curve
was seen with increasing t. Figures 5(f) and 5(g) show the rocking
curves of 26 and 6 nm films, respectively. Rocking curves were fit-
ted using two Gaussian peaks, marked as a broad and a narrow peak.
The results of this fitting are shown in Figs. 5(h) and 5(i). Figure 5(h)
shows that the narrow peak remained at a relatively constant FWHM
of ∼0.07○, while the broad peak FWHM decreased with increasing

film thickness. Taking the ratio of the peak intensity of the broad
component (Ibroad) to the total intensity of the two (Itotal = Ibroad +
Inarrow), Fig. 5(i), revealed an almost linear increase in this ratio with
increasing film thickness. Results from the identical analysis of t nm
RuO2 film/r-Al2O3 are also included in Fig. 5(i), which compare well
with films grown on TiO2 (110) substrates.

The origin of the broad component can be thought of as being
caused by the disorder induced due to the strain relaxation. We
know that the strain relaxation process has begun by at least 6 nm
based on the RSM results and likely at an even smaller thickness
because of the presence of the broad component in the rocking
curves of those films as well. As thickness is increased, the vol-
ume fraction of film that was influenced by the relaxation increases;
therefore, the intensity of the broad component does as well. Sim-
ilar results were seen in films grown on r-Al2O3, however, with a
faster increase in the intensity ratio with increasing t. This observa-
tion is again consistent with faster strain relaxation expected from a
larger lattice mismatch and difference in symmetry between RuO2
and r-Al2O3.

Finally, we turn to the discussion of the electrical property
of these films revealing a clear correlation between film thickness,
strain relaxation, and electrical resistivity. Figure 6(a) shows the
temperature-dependent resistivity (ρ) for t nm RuO2 film/TiO2
(110) with t = 3–15 nm. Films with t > 15 nm showed a large resis-
tance anisotropy between the two in-plane directions for reliable
four-terminal resistivity measurements, which is consistent with the
prior results.10 All films showed metallic behavior with increasing
resistivity with decreasing t. The room-temperature ρ of 15 nm was
55 μΩ cm, closest to the 35 μΩ cm of bulk RuO2 among the films
grown on TiO2 (110).34 Figure 6(b) shows the residual resistivi-
ties (ρ0 = ρ at 1.8 K) revealing an exponential-like decrease with
increasing t, saturating at ∼13 μΩ cm. Increasing film thickness can
influence the electronic properties by way of finite size effects, such

FIG. 5. (a) HRXRD patterns of RuO2 films grown on TiO2 (110) substrates with increasing thickness from bottom to top. (332) RSM for (b) 26 nm and (c) 6 nm films. (310)
RSM for (d) 26 nm and (e) 6 nm films. Film (220) rocking curves for (f) 26 nm and (g) 6 nm films. Gaussian fits are shown for the “narrow” and “broad” peaks. In RSMs, str.
and rlx. correspond to a fully strained and a fully relaxed position, respectively. Thickness-dependent (h) FWHM of the narrow and broad fits and (i) intensity ratio of broad
peak intensity to total intensity for (220) film peaks.
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FIG. 6. (a) Resistivity (ρ) vs temperature for RuO2 films grown on TiO2 (110) as a
function of film thickness. Residual resistivity (ρ0), taken at 1.8 K, for RuO2 grown
on TiO2 (110) (filled circles) and on r-Al2O3 (open squares) as a function of (b) film
thickness and (c) intensity ratio of broad peak intensity to total intensity for (220)
film peaks.

as effects from the film–substrate interface and dimensionality as
well as the defects arising from the strain relaxation process, such
as misfit and/or threading dislocations. With regard to the latter,
as strain relaxation occurs and more defects are formed, the resid-
ual resistivity should likely increase as it is generally dependent on
these structural crystalline defects. Here, we see the opposite trend,
implying that the increase in thickness has a much larger effect on
ρ than strain relaxation-related defect formation. To this end, we
plot ρ0 vs the film rocking curve intensity ratio we defined earlier in
Fig. 6(c). This shows, once again, the opposite trend of what should
be seen if strain relaxation was the critical factor. These data establish
an important role of film dimensionality in the electrical transport
properties of RuO2 films.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown the growth of epitaxial RuO2

films of different orientations using different substrates by a novel
solid-source MOMBE. Single crystalline films with low film rocking
curve FWHMs were grown on r-Al2O3 with substrate temperatures
between 300 and 450 ○C. At higher temperatures, films showed a sig-
nificant increase in structural disorder. Using this approach and by
keeping the substrate temperature at 300 ○C, films were then grown
on TiO2 substrates with different orientations. STEM results con-
firmed phase pure, epitaxial films free of strain-relaxation-related
defects when grown on TiO2 (101). However, films on TiO2 (110)
were found to relax at thickness as low as 6 nm. Films with resistiv-
ity similar to that of the bulk RuO2 single crystals were obtained for
15 nm RuO2/TiO2 (110). Finally, with increasing film thickness, we
revealed an important role of film thickness on electrical properties.
This work establishes the solid-source MOMBE technique for the
growth of high-quality RuO2 in a much simpler and cost-effective
manner when compared to conventional MBE approaches. For
instance, Ru metal was supplied by subliming a solid metal–organic
precursor, Ru(acac)3, in a low temperature effusion cell operating at

100 ○C as opposed to several thousand using e-beam in conventional
MBE.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

See the supplementary material for HRXRD of RuO2 films as a
function of thickness and for the XPS revealing valence state of Ru.
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